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L EFT OPPOSITION AT NEW HAVEN 
The New Ha.ven National Council meeting late last December witness

ed the emergence of a left opposition in SDS, centered around the Spar
tacist League and its supporters~ Unlike Lynn Marcus' Labor Committee, 
which had playecl a right-wing oppositonal role previously in the East
ern region of the country (but whose participatlon at this conference 
was even· less than token), our role was buttressed by a number of af
firmative resolutlons and position papers--most notably The Fight fo~ 
Women's Liberation and our motivating paper on the ql,lestion of racism, 
na~ial·-QP£resSlon-~ Working-class, Politics. As a result, the Worker
Student Alliance (WSA) leadership was compelled by the vote of the mem
ber$hip to allow a Spartacist spokesman to address the Convention on 
the speaker's panel in the Plenary session. In response to our critic
ism and political discussion,the apol:t:t1ca!., c:onser'{~tiv~ nature of 
the WSA caucus was clearly revealed. . 

The focus of our criticism of the WSA caucus and its campus worker~ 
stuqent alliance strategy was our document "Away From Campus Parochial
ism and Toward the Labor Movem~ntn, (attached to this report) which 
concluded with the follm'i1ng resolution: ttA major activity of $DS 
should O~ involvement in off campus social struggles, particularly labor 
:5~ruggles." 

Campu~ rarochialis~ and Social. ~ 

Toe above resolution embodies two criticisms of the CWSA. The 
first is its n~rrOi': concentration on ~he campus. A working-class orien
tation means,first of all, belief in the ~mpcrtange of the labor move
ment and a qeslre to influence its policies. In this period of rising 
labor struggles, to concentrate on campus labor grievances is to insure 
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MEET THE RMC NEWSLETTER 

We are publishing this ·newsletter to makeour~ideas and analy
ses available to the most consistent and subjectively radical youth 
in this country. Our view of the problems of build1ng a genuine ra 
dical student and working-class youth group derives from a consis
~ent, many-faceteq. revolutionary perspective. In Boston SDS this 
radical youth perspectl.ve has found organizational form. 

There is another reason. Desp~tethe polite fiction that Bos
ton SDS is a genuinelynon-excluslo~ary organization, our letters, 
resolutions and documents have been systematically excluded from 
the pages of New Left Notes. John Pennington's report of the New 
Haven NC 1n Jan;lo-NLN-Concealed the existence of an OPPOSitional 
caucus on the vital-deoate tor the future of SDS over the CWSA and 
other issues. The Guardian report arid even the bourgeois press 
(New Haven Journa.l-Courler i"' M~m. Dec. 29, 1969) openly acltnowledged 
our p~eseI1ce:- Bu~Pennington deceptively ipferrec that tqere might 
be a hypothetical argum~n~ against the CWSA by beginning a para
graph \'tith the phrase "some would say." Therefore, incrder to get 
our affirmative resolutions and declarations before the SDSmember
ship, we have b~en forced to m~ke our own channels of co~~unication. 

Helen Cantrell, ~ws!etter Editor 
(SDS at-large, Art Students League, 
Spartac1st) 

Nark Tishman, Rl~lC Coordinator 
(New Schobl 5DS, Spartacist) 

~-----~.-~---- .. --:-.--.--------------
.!~o'r N2G0TL::;:~'TJ1\!;3 ~ BU'I' VIC'1:0EY FOR THE 

VIE'l't~;u~;~3E R3VOLUTION! 
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SCS's political irrelevance. Students are attracted to radical poli
tics because they want fundamental changes in society, and SDS should 
serve as a vehicle for involving students in important social strug
gles. While major labor struggles were singled out, the resolution 
opposed the generally narrow sectarianism of the WSA, which has kept 
SDS out of the anti-war movement, the GI movement, the Black movement 
and the women's liberation movement, as well as ordinary student
administration conflicts. In fact, it was precisely in response to 
our criticisms, made in Th~ Fight for Women's Liber~tion and on the 
floor, that the originally greatly defective WSA resol ution on the to
pic l'laS amended to insert a call for SDS to interve~le in the women's 
liberation movement. Notwithstanding this somewhat minor improvement, 
our clearly superior document (as a comparison with the WSA resolut
ion printed in the 10 January New Left Notes will clearly indicate) 
was ritualistically excoriated-and mechanically voted down in favor 
of the inferior document. 

Nore fundamentally, the CWSA is apolitical. The CWSA does not 
organize around a radical program, but mobilizes students to support 
workers' grievances (or what the CWSA thinks oU~lt to be workers' grie
vances) in a manner approaching social work. In part, this apolitical 
"give tha worker a helping hand) line stems from the CWSA's narrow 
focus. The major problems of society obviously cannot be resolved in 
the campus cafeteria. However, within the campus framework, the CWSA 
does net seek to change the structure of the univerSity, even in the 
area of labor relations, but limits itself to agitating about this or 
that grievance as an isolated campus incident. For example, a genu
inely radical approach to campus workers woulJ be to work for a na
tioDal, industrial union of campus employees from dishwashers through 
professors with a sort of formal auxiliary status for st~dents. 

~ Student Auxilia~ of the Labor Bureaucracy? 

wnen the WSA does emerge from campus cafeterias, its political 
conceptions risk making 8DS a student auxiliary of the trade union 
bureaucracy. The WSA caucus conceives of building the worker-student 
alliance simply by materially supporting workers' struggles. In pra
ctice, the lASA hasn ~ concentrated on supporting cla~ struggles, but 
on aiding individual worKers a:!.or:.g social work line::3... Hovv'ever, even 
if the WSA concentrated on strike support activ~tie3, this would alone 
be inadequate and conservative. The wSA opposes in principle raising 
prograrr~atic demands against the trade union bureaucracy. The main 
argument advanced justifying this WSA policy is that students can't 
tell 'l'JOrkers W.1at to do. (They abandon this approach only on issues 
of racism and male chauvinism.) 'l'nis abstentionist argument shows 
complete ignorance of the labor movement under capitalism everywhere. 
'The goals, strategy and tactics of most labor struggles do not reflect 
the spontaneous will of the ran!:-and-file, but are impos~ upon the 
workers by the union bureaucrats, often against considerable opposi
tion. Radical workers facing an entrenched union bureaucracy feel 
'.'leak and isolated" and would welcome sup;>ort from a mass student orga
nization. 

In a certain sense, the present policy of the WSA leauership is 
unfortunately similar to that of SDS at its inception. SDS was initia
lly the youth group of the League for Industrial Democracy (LID), an 
organization of social democratic politicians such as Michael Harring
ton and Bayard Rustin, supported by liberal trade union bureaucrats 
like Walter Reuther. A major activity for early SDS was mobilizing 
student support for various labor struggles, including union "struggle" 
to elect DemocratiC Party politicians. Implicit in SDS at that time 
VJas the understanding that SDS would s,impl;[ mobilize student support 
for labor actions and no~ ~9s~ the basic thrust of labor movement 
~~LS:lI~' Tne LID broke with SDS when it repudiated its anti-communism, 
support for American ~mperialism in Vietnam and the Democratic Party. 
Only the complete discrediting of cold-warrior American social demo
cracy gives the semblance of radicalism to the WSA policy of support 
for labor struggles witho~t a radical social program. Tne trade un
ion bureaucracy favors a "worker-student alliance," provided they can 
determine its policies. :rabor leaders have notiling against students 
as a social group" but only against student radica13 who oppose their 
political line. 



The New Old Liberalism in SDS 

The difference between our concept of supporting labor struggles 
and the WSA' s approacl1 was clearly brought out in the debate over the 
GE strike. The WSA's GE strike re:.;olution called fDr demonstrations, 
picket line support, implemcntin~ the boycott, etc. As far as it goes, 
this is correct. However, this in !2.2.. "{~Y dlstin3uis;-;es SDS from the 
Student Mobe, the DuBois Clubs and the many student liberals who are 
supporting the GE strike. Moreover, t~le leadership of the UE and IUE 
is also seeking to mobilize support from student liberals and radicals. 
We sought to amend the WSA resol~tlon with a statement calling upon the 
thirteen international unio~s involved in the GE strike to call a one 
day seneral strike in support of GE strikers and for the immediate'wi
drawal of US troops from Vietnam. The purpose of such a demand is to 
state explicitly that the strike is about whether the working class 
is going to pay for t11e war and its inflation, to transcend the IIbusi
ness as usual" tactics of the union bureaucrats, and to distinguish SDS 
from the liberal strike supporters, and thereby attract the most radi
cal OE workers. The arguments used against our proposal amounted to 
a prohibition against ever challenging trade union leadership policies 
when supporting a labor action. 

SDS support to labor struggles without opposition to the politics 
of the trade union bureaucracy can only strengthen that bureaucracy by 
providing a "left" cover. The fact that radicals are supporting a 
picket line does not, in itself, make that a radical action; to beli
eve that it does is a form of individualistic idealism. To the extent 
that SDS acts like a liberal org~nization, it becomes a liberal organi
zation. 

~ Resul."genc~ of Anti-communism 

One of tte most disturbing aspects of the conference was the per
vasive use of anti-communist. ar~uments in response t':J our proposals. 
The ideological core of the WSA ~aucus can be charac:erized as "econo
~isttt. Economism, as defined by Lenin, 1s the be:ief that the day-to
Jay oppression of workers, reflected in trade union struggles, is suf
ficient to develop a SOCialist consciousness. It denies the necessity 
)f socialist E!..~paGand<!. and the raising of demands that can't' be '"wn
Jy ordinary trade union methods. Underlying the "\'o'e can '1; tell the 
';'lorkers whai; to dol; line is the belief or wish that the mass of Ameri
can workers, simply becat,;,se they're workers, are more politically adva
nced than SDS. In the GE strike debate, one WSA'er stated that it was
n't necessary to discredit the union bureaucracy, since the workers 
nad no illusions about their leaders. If this is true, then how come 
the rank-and-file permit their mis-leaders to wield such enormous pow
er? Moreove!'", if the vlOrkers have no illusions about their union lead
ers, then, presumably, the millions of workers who voted for Nixon, 
Humphrey, or v.Jallace have no illusions about these men, either. In 
that case, the workers would have to oe consciously pro-capitalist or 
masochistic. The argument that lithe workers know what's best for them" 
is but a step removed from the reactionary argument tnat capitalism 
is in the best interest of the American workers because, in general, 
they support it and are hostile to the socialist movement. If capital
ism could not succeed in gaining the allegiance of large numbers of 
the workers it explOits, it would have died as a sccial system the day 
it was born. 

Si~ce the politics of the WSA is obviously--and grossly--at odds 
with elementary Leninism, a good part of the WSA's arguments consist 
in attacking Leninism. The idea that Lenin's concepts of socialist 
strategy might have relevance for SDS was greeted by WSA'ers with ri
dicule. Unique American activism was hailed as a superior guide to 
socialist theory. Speaker after speaker got up to explain how his ex
perience organizing the CWS_\ at Northeastern Mass. t,as more important 
in determining SDS' s poliCies than the \'lritings of ~:iarx and Lenin, the 
history of tile socialist movement and even the natur~ of the European 
student movement. The endless and unedifying re~ailing of information 
about particular campus cafeteria..3 almost entirely overshadowed discu
ssion of pro~~~!E. and the political content of the CViSA orientation. 
It was aln:ost liKe teing in tl:e Ne\'J Left SDS of a few years ago, when 
the likes of Gre:s Cal v~rt a.ld Carl Davidson expowlded how their exper
iences orgaJlizing students superseded all previous "dogmatic", "obso-
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lete" socialist theory. And, of course, bourgeois apologists of all 
kinds argue that while Marx's and l..er.in's theories may nave relevaace 
for some places at some times, it obvio'.lsly doesn r t "wor!..:" in America 
today. In part, the!le anti-commu!1ist sentiments in SDS undoubtedly re
flect political inexperience. However, for purely factional reasons, 
the ostensibly fvlarxist-Leninist Progressive Labor Party encouraged this 
c:-tarnpioning of narrow empiricism and "mindless aci;::'vism" over f.'Iarxist 
principles, trleorl, a1)d [lrac~. 

WSA Ever~ Opposes A~ortion! 

The WSA prefers to ignore Leninist theory and practice because Le
nin wrote that to deprecate socialist ideology, or deviate from it in 
the slightest, amounts to E£~ti~ bou~geois Ideo~y. Some of the 
WSA leaders know that Lenin argued that, and they know what his views 
would mean for the CWSA program of isolated small reforms which are gen
erally even more reformist a~d trifling than the program of a reaction
ary, b,:::>urgeois-led trade union. Lenin understood that in capitalist 
society bourgeois ideology is much stronger and more pervasive than 
socialist consciousness, and it will seep into the cracks in any orga
nization which works for reforms while ignoring ideology and program. 
'Ithe truth of Lenin t 5 view, and the passive and conservative nature of 
t~1e WSA was clearly brought out in the discussion of women r S liberation. 
T.~e WSA document on women's literation was limited to sup~orting more 
day care centers, opposing job discrimin~tion and male supremacist at
titudes in, men. Our document on women's liberation located the oppres
sion of women in the social division of labor inherent in t;1e famill 
structure. As well as covering the same programmatic pOInts as the 
WSA document, it developed a progran aimed at opposing the family as 
a basic social institution. But the W3A caucus came out in favor of 
tl1~ family ~ ~ social instituti0r:!.;-eve..!'l toing so far as to oppose de
manding ~lition of anti-abort~ ~~. Toi5 incredible and flatly 
un-communist position reflect& a fear of criticizing cultural values 
held by many workers--values which are developed in the working class 
under capitalism pr~cisely because they support the bourgeois order. 
We await with interest the position of the WSA caucus on organized re
ligion, another institution which enjoys widespread working-class sup
port. 

The Q'.lestion of Internal Democrac: 

We do not want the issu~ of inter.1al democracy in SDS to be the 
main bone of contention between ourselves and the WSA and regret having 
to bring up the question at all. The campus worker-student allianee 
strategy v.;as inposed upon SDS by tlle leadersllip in a short sPace of 
time ~d thout any serious di.scussion among the memoership. In part, 
t~is reflects the objectionable tendency of WSA leaders to identify 
t~e interests of the W3A caucus with those of SDS as a whole. The WSA 
leaders like to pretend tr!at the Ci1SA is a s?ontaneous reflection of 
chapter "practice". Irhis is Simply a lie. As many pro-CWSA speak~rs 
such as Alan Spector noted, the CWSA strategy was a policy decision of 
the WSA caucus deliberately different from the mainstream of student 
radicalism, which rerrains basically an anti-war movement. 

The purpose of the December conference was not to discuss the de
sirability of the CWSA strategy (this was taken for granted), but to 
discuss ways of i:nplementing it. The WSA leadership attempted to thw
art any attempt to challenge the basic thrust of the CWSA strategy. 
The second day of the conference, a p~enary session was held with three 
speakers relating their experiences in bt,;,ildlng the CWSA. The NIC de
nied eu!' request for speakers opposed to the CWSA and the rigilt for 
ot!:"ler viev!s to be heard had to be by a !'loor fight. The mainvlSA re
solutioas were printed in N~w Left Notes prior to the conference. Our 
p!'opesal to print the undiscussed documents in New Left Notes (only 
two of the seven were ours) was opposed by the ~A ana-none-have app
eared. It is clear that without our opposition, the conference would 
have degenerated into a pep talk for the CWSA, with spea~ers alternat
ing bet~ ... een recounting their triumphs and blaming thei:- failures on 
the bourgeo'is pri vate attitudes of the membership. 1';-,Ie emphasiS :he 
WSA !~ader,s put on the "bourgec,is attitudes" of the membership also 
has an important bearing on the que~tion of intern:.:.:;" democracy. If 
the CWSA is successf~l, it is proclaimed as a great strategy_ If it 
fails, that re!lectE t~e psycholog~cal inadequacy of the ranK-and-file. 
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Thus, leadership stays immune from criticism. We maintain that the 
failures and weaknesses of SDS~not steM from the "bad ideas" of the 
membership, but from the two-for-a-nickel reformist political 2!£graw 
of ~ leadershiE. 

Both Opportunist AND Sectarian 

An equally serious breach of tne norr:lS of I'evolutionary conduct 
was the Guardian incident. The conference excluded the Guardian re
porter on the grounds that the Guardian was part of the "bourgeois 
press," because it was hostile to SDS. By the same logic, a represen
tative of the Black Panthers could have been excluded from the confer
ence, Since the Panti1ers are more Virulently hostile to SDS than the 
G~ardian, the latter's hostility stemming primarily from its belief 
that SDS should be the whl te student auxiliary of t~.le Panthers. The 
tendency to regard one's radical political opponents as part of the 
class enemy is the hallmark of sectarianism, and c~n only perpetuate 
the disunity and ineffectiveness of the left, with each faction fight
ing its opponents with any method available, including use of the cops 
and the courts. Identifying political opponents on the left with the 
bourgeoisie is dangerous because it leads to fnilure to oppose state 
repression of other radical organizations. A good example of this oc
curred in the early t40's when the Communist Party supported the Smith 
Act prosecution of the then Trotskyis tSocialist Workers' Party, on the 
grounds that the latter was counter-revolutionary. The kind of tactics 
used against the Guardian can only strengthen irrational factional ha
tred in the student movement and make the development of a mass, inclu
sive SDS impossible. 

:fight !..2!. ~ Soc!alist Student !10vement! 

The CWSA made no serious attempt to answer our political critici
sms. Most defenses of the CWSA were mere affirmations of simple orga
nizational loyalty. At times, this amounted to the simple-minded posi
tion that since we have worked so hard to tuild_the CWSA, it would be 
a s:1arne to abandon it now. 

We believe that the maj o~i ty of SDS members, as 'tiell as most stu
dent radicals, want SDS to be an organization which fights for social
ist revolution in t:1e broadest, most effective way. The majority votes 
for the WSA resolutions reflected not a positive belief in the virtues 
of CWSA strategy, but a fear t:"lat rej E.'ction of the Cv!SA at this time 
would seriously disrupt the organization and lead to the defection of 
the leading cadre with a political stake in the WSA caucus. This kind 
of organizational conservatism can only destroy S~S. Those of us who 
want SOS to be a militant, socialist student organization, challenging 
every aspect of American SOCiety, must organize a viable opposition to 
the WSA caucus. We call upon all members of SDS w~o are in general 
agreement with the document nAway frow Campus Parochialism and Toward 
the Labor Movement" to become part of a left, Marxist oppositional 
caucus. 

r-1ark Tishman 
Jan. )6,1970 

1--r;;~;OR --;:~'~-;-~UP;-;-RT~-;';-f -POS-IT~ON-- P AP~;; -F-R-O-M-T-HE-N-E-W--H-A-\i-'E-N-rJI-E-E-T-ING l 
I I I available free on request: I 

I ff Rae ia l 0ppl'e. 8 ion ana Wo rk ing -c l as. Po Zi ti os ff (6 page s ) 

i and 

"The Fight for Women' 8 i.,iberation" (7 pCLges) 

l. 
from: RMC Ne~sletter, c/o Helen Cantrell 

161 E. 99th St., apt. 2B, New York, NY 10029 
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Away Fr~m Cam2~ Parochialism 
and Toward th~ La.bor fJ!oveUent 

The Campus Worker-Student Allian~e represents a step backward 
for the student movement insofar as it presents the main role of stu
dent radicals as one of chanbin~ the acad8mic community. Students 
who are and should be attracted to SDS are interested in changing 
U.S. society, not their particular campuses. A working-class orien
tation flows from an understanding of the strategic role of the work
ing cl~ss in society and necessitates intervention in those struggles 
~I[here that strategic role is most evident. Such an orientation, fur·· 
ther, will be a contrib~tion to the building of the vanguard party. 
The CWSA's "on campus" orientation repels many politically conscious 
students, l-rho want to involve thewse 1 ves in the maj or social strug
gles currently taking place. Moreover, the emphasis on individual 
campus organizing strengthens the fragmentation and de-·politicaliza
tien of the student left now taking place as a result of the splits 
in SDS. 

In practice, the CWSA orientation has led to effectively ignor
ing the G.E. strike, the most important national strike in several 
years. Rather than making a major effort to mobilize student strike 
support, with radical political demands directed to the striking wor
kers, the SDS national leadership ha3 limited itself to a single de
monstration which no G.E. worker is ever likely to find out about. 
This "wor~lng-class orientation" which has no relevance to decisive 
labor struggles must end. 

Accordingly, we must agree in general with the main thrust of 
the recent Berkeley and Basten position papers, "For a Transitional 
Program--Worker-Student Alliance" and "From Econo~ism to Leninism". 

Resolvec: That a major activity for SDS be involvement in off
campuS"SOCI:'3.1 struggles, particu:arly labor strue;gles. 

(signed) Dec. 28, 1969 

Ken Becl<:~r J ~1arietta SDS 

Tweet Carter, Tallahassee SDS, Spartacist 

Gene F~chs, Stor.y Brook SDS 

Robert Heimer, heed Coliege SDS 

Robert Hume, eLica Sta~e SDS 

Malcolm Kaufman, New Yo~k 5D3, Socialist Camm. of Corr. 

Chris Kinder, Berkeley SDS, Spartacist 

George Kukich, MIT-SDS, Spartaclst 

Carl Lichtenstein, Harvard SDS 

Caroline Levine, Columbia SDS, Socialist Comm. of Corr. 

Linda Reynolds, SDS 

Daniel Rucharr.es, l~ew York SDS 

Joel Salinger, NYU-SDS, Spartacist 

Paul Sandahl, New Haven SDS, Socialist Comm. of Corr. 

Steve Schmidhauser, Univ. of Iowa SDS, Spartacist 

John Sebesta, Austin SDS, Spartacist 

Cliff T3.ylor, Eemphis I\1DS 

IvIark Tishman, NeN School SDS, Spartacist 
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FROM ECONOMISM 

The Students for a Democratic Society and 
particularly the Worker-Student Alliance 
caucus have arrived at a working class 
perspective, which, although far superior 
to the petty bourgeois politics of the 
RYM splitters, is nevertheless an 
incomplete perspective which leads to 
opportunist distortions. The SOS and WSA 
recognize that only the working class has 
the power to end the vietnam war and put 
a stop to imperialism. However, their 
view does not go beyond this empirically 
derived inSight, so that there is a 
marked tendency to see the working class 
as just another ally, certainly the most 
powerful ally, for the student movement. 
Thus, this alliance is at best conceived 
of as a form of mutual support between:, 
groups of students and workers in 
struggles for distinct group interests. 

There is no recognition of the proletariat 
as a class for itself, which, because of 
its position-in the capitalist mode of 
production, has an historic role to play 
in the destruction of capitalism and the 
building of socialism. Student recog
nition of the revolutionary primacy of 
the working class means struggling with 
the working class for a socialist program; 

) that should be the political content of 
the Wo-rker-Stlldent Alliance. 

THE C'WSA - ECOIDMISM RUN AmK 

Thus, while it is indisputable that the 
SOS policy of a campus-wo-rker and student 
alliance breaks with the old "New Left" 
classless, anti-working class rhetoric 
and program, it is not true that the CWSA 
represents a viable pro-working class 
orientation for the 50S. CWSA is often 
presented as a way in which radical 
students can find the ~ ally which can 
stop the imperialist excesses which 
radical students oppose. Since the 
campus workers are the workers physically 
closest to students, so the argument goes, 
students should support the struggle of 
these workers against the university 
bosses. Once real ties are established, 
the workers Can be expected to support 
SOS struggles against ROTC, university 
expansion, etc. The importance of the 
C'WSA strategy lies in tyo important 
premises; one) the crucial role of the 
working class in capitalist society, and 
two) the necessity for solidarity between 
revolutionary students and the working 
class. But· these fundamental inSights 
are subordinated to a narrow, economist 
perspective which limits student solidar
ity to a marginal and, often, impotent 
sector of the working class. The 
indu.trial working class is hardly even 
mentioned~ 

What the CWSA perspective lacks is the 
realization that the working class is not 
just fnother ally, even the most valuable 
and powerful ally, of the radical 8tudent 

TO LENINISM 

movement: to pose the alliance between 
workers end students in this empirical 
fashion obscures the pivotal historic 
role and experience of the working class 
in capitalist society. Students are a 
multi-layered group in transition, and 
represent, in the bulk, an equivocal 
force which could tend toward either 
fascism, or communism, or neutrality. 
Only in the 30's and recently have there 
been radical student movements in the 
U.S., while the working class, both in 
the U.S. and other countries, has been 
the historic leader and motive power of 
anti-capitalist struggle. 

The inadequacy of the CWSA can only be 
understood in the context of these 
historicsl facts. Without the perspec
tive of stuggling for a socialist 
program in the labor movement, mere 
support of campus or other workers can 
only lead to servile trailing of the 
most backward sections of the working 
class, 1.e., a form of worker-priestism. 
SDS's concept of the worker-student 
alliance is merely the most minimum 
program of any socialist youth group, 
one which has been common to all 
socialist or communist youth organiza
tions in the past one hundred years. 
The important question for the student 
movement in the U.S. in not a worker
student alliance in the abstract, 
certainly not confined to the campus, 
but the political program which revolu
tionary students raise in common with 
tha working class. The highest form of 
this worker-student alliance is, and 
always has been, the revolutionary 
vanguard party, which unites students 
and intellectuals who have broken ties 
with their £la~JJ __ ~_igins~wfth advanced 
workers in a cammon organization with 
a shared program. ~~ile SOS is not now, 
and can not for the foreseeable future 
become, a Leninist vanguard party, SOS 
can become an organization where 
revolu~ary socialist youth - workers 
and students - can struggle for a 
co;mon program which attempts to win 
the working class to revolutionary 
politics. Such a worker-student 
alliance would necessarily seek out the 
most militant and potentially radical 
workers, rather than exhausting itself 
principally in the minor skirmishes 
between campus workers ani the univer
sity. The way to a mass worker-student 
alliance lies through a transitional, 
class program which will attract 
militant workers to positions that can 
only be won through struggle against 
the capitalists and their state. The 
centr·sl points of such a program, which 
SDS oU8Pt to adopt, are: 

1. A break with the capitalist 
parties and the creation of 
an independent worker's party. 



2. A class program on the Black 
question which opposes cia •• 
demands to porkchop national
ism. Such a proar_ would 
.trullle .. aiut the .peeial 
oppression of the alack 
worker. while raising demands 
which would unite the Black 
and White worker. a8 a class. 
lor example, Black national
i.ts who have demanded that 
white construction workers 
give up their Jobs to make 
way for Blacks should be 
answered. Instead, the 
number of jobs should be 

,qualitatively increased through 
the demand '30 for 40', that 
is, 30 hours work for 40 hours 
pay. which will unite both 
Ilack and white workers against 
the capitalist class and the 
state. 

3. A class line for the anti.war 
movement - with the slogans 
''Victory for the NLF," "Smash 
U.S. lJDperialism - No Negotiations." 
S~S should expand the idea ofa 

JOIN RMC JOIN RMC 

Why the Revolutionary Marxist Caucus: 

student strike into a leneral 
worker-student .trike against 
the- w.r.-'~-'~-

'4. Democratic rights within the 
movement. SDS should reject on 
principle physical intimidation 
of political opponents within the 
radical movement a. a means of 
propaganda and agitation. Gangster 
tactics expose their practicioners 
a. being afraid that their politics 
will not stand the test of open 
political debate and competition 
in practice.~. 

'Bil~ Grenzebach, Brandeis SDS 
Boston Area Spartaclst League 

George Kukich, Mrr SDS 
Boston Area Spartaeist League 

Judy Kukich, MIT SDS 
Boston Area Spartacist League 

Judy Samuels, Harvard-Radcliffe SDS 
Boston Area spartaci8t teague 

JOIN RMC JOIN RMC 

Because of the ground swell of support for revolutionary Marxist posit
ions culminating in a consistent left wing force in the Boston SDS at 
the December National Council meeting in New Haven. The RMC is in conten
tion with the confused vaCillations of the Progressive Labor-backed Cam
pus Worker Student Alliance caucus and the RMC opposes the~anti-commun
is t right whig flSDS" Labor O'Ommi ttee. We must make real the pro-working 
class orientation and non-exclusionism that all Boston SDS members nom
inally support. 

The time to form the RMC is more than ripe. All across the country 
there is motion in this direction. At Stony Brook, New York, the Inde
pendent Caucus has been formed largely in opposition to the inanities of 
the CWSA and to push for real support to the crucial GE strike. In'Mem
phis, Tennessee, where the very solid MDS chapter went to the aid of lo
cal GE strikers, the MDS also reprints works of Leon Trotsky to help in 
achieving Marxist claritt in btruggle. 

To join the RMC you should be in agreement with its initial declaration 
at New Haven (printed in full on page 5A) that "a major activity for SDS 
be involvement in off-campus social struggles, particularly labor strug
gles." RMC membership, including a sub to the RMC Newsletter, costs on
ly a dollar a year and a paid-up current membership in Boston SDS. 

Enclosed is a dollar, I want to join the RMC 

I want more information 

Name __________ ~ ______________________ ___ School/Chapter __________ _ 

Street --------------------------------------.-----.------
City, State, Zip ______ ~------------------------------

(return to RMC Newsletter, c/o Helen Cantrell, 161 E.99 St., 
apt.2B, New York, New York 10029) 


